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**COLLECTION DESCRIPTION**

This collection contains newspaper clippings, posters, buttons, and gay bar matchbook covers. The news clippings document coverage of issues related to LGBT rights and activism in the *LNP* (Lancaster) newspaper in summer 2015. The posters address civil rights and the ban on military service for gays and lesbians. The buttons feature various advocacy efforts, including The Arts against AIDS project in Lancaster and the national AIDS Memorial Project in Washington, DC. The matchbooks come from bars in Pennsylvania and cities across the United States.

**SERIES 1 – News Clippings (Oversized)**

1.2 “Anne Paulk’s Personal Journey from Lesbianism,” *LNP* (Lancaster) – June 20, 2015  
1.3 “Straight Talk,” *LNP* (Lancaster) -- June 20, 2015  
1.4 “Call to respect views, law as gay marriage here to stay,” “Ruling a Step in ‘right direction’” *LNP*, Lancaster – June 27, 2015  
1.5 “Long fight, quick endgame,” *LNP* (Lancaster) – June 28, 2015  
1.6 “Gay-to-straight conference attacked,” *LNP* (Lancaster) - undated

**SERIES 2 – Posters (Oversized)**

2.1 End Discrimination! Civil Rights for Lesbians and Gay Men  
2.2 I Want You! To End the Military Ban
ARTIFACTS

Buttons
- A001 Celebrate Diversity
- A002 Red Ribbon
- A003 Lancaster City Human Relations Commission (2)
- A004 Speak Out
- A005 Art Against AIDS ‘92
- A006 The Arts Against AIDS –Lancaster AIDS Project
- A007 The Names Project- AIDS Memorial Project DC 1996

Gay Bar Matchbooks
- A008 Café Zeus Matchbook Cover, Downtown Rehobeth Beach, DE
- A009 Elephant Walk Matchbook Cover, San Francisco, CA
- A010 Equus Matchbook Cover, Philadelphia, PA
- A011 The Cottage Matchbook Cover, Provincetown, MA
- A012 Omni Matchbook Cover, Atlanta, GA, Norfolk, VA, Miami, FL
- A013 Stud Matchbook Cover, San Francisco, CA
- A014 Blue Moon Matchbox, Rehobeth Beach, DE
- A015 Paramount Matchbox, New York City, NY
- A016 The Courtyard Restaurants Matchbook Cover, Provincetown, MA
- A017 Ice Palace 57 Matchbook Cover, New York, NY
- A018 The Railroad House Matchbook Cover, Marietta, PA
- A019 Raffles Matchbox Cover
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